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We report the first precise measurement of a β-recoil correlation from a radioactive noble gas
(6He) confined via a magneto-optical trap. The measurement is motivated by the search for exotic
tensor-type contributions to the charged weak current. Interpreted as tensor currents with right-
handed neutrinos, the measurements yield: |CT /CA|2 ≤ 0.022 (90% C.L.). On the other hand,
for left-handed neutrinos the limits are 0.007 < CT /CA < 0.111 (90% C.L.). The sensitivity of
the present measurement is mainly limited by experimental uncertainties in determining the time
response properties and the distance between the atom cloud and the micro-channel plate used for
recoil ion detection.

Precision measurements in nuclear beta decays provide
sensitive probes to search for new physics beyond the
standard electroweak model (SM) [1, 2]. Few-nucleon
systems, like the neutron and light nuclei, offer well
controlled environments concerning higher-order contri-
butions such as recoil-order and radiative corrections.
These could affect the accuracy in the description of
observables and the connection to the relevant physics.
High-precision few-body nuclear structure calculations
show that these effects can be controlled for light nu-
clei including the A = 6 system [3–5]. Precision mea-
surements in nuclear beta decay enable constraining non-
standard model contributions described by the presence
of phenomenological scalar and tensor currents. In the
absence of deviations from the SM prediction, combined
sets of beta-decay observables are particularly helpful to
extract both the axial coupling constant in neutron decay,
gA, and the up-down quark mixing matrix element Vud
free of additional assumptions [2]. Furthermore, global
analyses of beta-decay data provide benchmarks for fu-
ture attempts to achieve significant impacts in the search
for new physics, not only in comparison with other pre-
cision measurements in beta decay but also relative to
current and projected sensitivities at high energies [1].

Pure Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions in light nuclei are
one of the cleanest probes for possible tensor contribu-
tions [6]. Early experiments with 6He [7, 8] were instru-
mental to establish the V −A character of the weak inter-
action [9]. More recently, the first precise measurements
of pure GT transitions using ion traps were performed
[10–12]. Data from neutron beta decay, although sen-
sitive to additional degrees of freedom, such as the GT
to Fermi ratio, and possible scalar contributions, have
improved significantly in recent years [13–16].

Here we report a precision measurement of the mo-
mentum distribution and beta-ion angular correlation of

6Li recoiling ions resulting from the decay of 6He atoms
confined in a neutral atom laser trap. The decay-rate
function is [6, 17]
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with p, W , m the momentum, energy, and mass of the β,
respectively, q the neutrino momentum, and θ the angle
between them. The coefficients b and a can be expressed
in terms of the ratio of the tensor to axial couplings [6]

b ≈ C̃T + C̃ ′T a ≈ −
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with C̃T = CT /CA. The primed and non-primed cou-

plings are such that C̃T = +C̃ ′T produces purely left-

handed neutrinos while C̃T = −C̃ ′T produces purely
right-handed neutrinos.

Through the use of a Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT),
the 6He atoms are well confined and localized in a small
(< 1 mm3) volume. They are cooled to an absolute
temperature of about 1 mK and the recoil ions emerge
without any interference from the confining potentials.
Laser cooling of alkali metals in MOTs has been ex-
ploited for measurements of this kind [18–20]. Using no-
ble gasses is significantly more challenging because laser-
accessible transitions in these elements require excitation
to a metastable atomic level, which suffers from a low ef-
ficiency. Consequently, the initial production rate of the
noble gas radioisotope needs to be proportionally higher.
The noble-gas character, however, also offers advantages
in terms of extraction and transport of the radioisotope
from the production target. In addition, the 20-eV inter-
nal energy of the metastable atom enables determination
of crucial MOT parameters via Penning ionization [21].
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Details about the apparatus used in this measurement
can be found in Refs. [21–25]. The 6He atoms were pro-
duced via the 7Li(d, t)6He nuclear reaction, bombarding a
lithium target with an 18-MeV deuteron beam, delivered
by the tandem Van de Graaff accelerator at the Univer-
sity of Washington. With a 14-µA intense beam on tar-
get, about 1010 6He atoms per second were delivered to
the experimental apparatus. An RF-driven plasma dis-
charge in a Xe carrier gas was used to excite a fraction
of about 10−5 of the 6He atoms to their metastable elec-
tronic state. Subsequently, after transverse-cooling and
Zeeman-slower stages, the atoms were trapped in a first
MOT (MOT1), from where they were passed in bunches,
separated by 0.25 s, to a second MOT (MOT2), with the
atomic cloud located at the center of a detection setup
(Fig. 1).

FIG. 1. Schematic cross section through the decay detection
setup surrounding the atomic cloud (MOT2). The MOT2 to
MCP distance is ≈ 10 cm and the sketch is roughly to scale.

The vacuum chambers containing MOT1 and MOT2
were separated by a 25 cm long tube that included a
narrow (0.5 cm diameter, 3 cm length) section to mini-
mize diffusion of non-trapped 6He. Emphasis was placed
on producing a small and stable cloud in MOT2, with
the highest stability in the vertical direction to obtain
a constant distance to the decay detectors for an ac-
curate determination of the ion kinematics. Typically,
during data taking, the time average of the number of
6He trapped atoms in MOT2 was 1500, distributed in a
nearly spherical Gaussian cloud, with a FWHM of 0.5
mm. The laser-trapping system was designed so that it
could be switched from trapping 6He to 4He within one
minute. Every few hours, the laser system was set to trap
4He to obtain the atom cloud position via a CCD cam-
era imaging system. The drift in the vertical direction
was smaller than 0.2 mm over the data taking period.
Careful balance of the trap beam intensity, precise con-
trol of the laser frequency shift, and position monitoring
of the 6He Penning- and photo-ions on the MCP in X-
and Y-direction ensured that the trap position difference
between the isotopes was well below this limit. Gravita-

tional shift due the difference in isotopic mass is negligi-
ble. The detection system shown in Fig. 1 comprises the
detector assemblies for beta particles (top) and for re-
coil ions (bottom). To maximize the detection efficiency,
a strong homogeneous electric field was applied between
the two detectors, allowing the collection of recoil ions
emitted in a solid angle close to 4π. The detection of
the beta particle serves as an accurate reference of the
decay time while the time of flight (TOF) and position
of the recoil ions on the MCP give access to its momen-
tum components. The beta detection system consisted
of a multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC) for beta
particle direction information, followed by a scintillator,
to record the beta energy (Fig. 1). A 0.127-mm thin
beryllium window, 38.1 mm in diameter, located 70.9
mm above MOT2, was used to separate the 2×10−9 Torr
vacuum in the MOT2 chamber, from the 1 atm pressure
(90% Ar+10% CO2) in the MWPC. The detection solid
angle of the beta telescope was defined by the top elec-
trode, used also for generating the ion-accelerating field,
9.94 mm below the beryllium window. This collimator
was made of 2 mm thick stainless steel, enough to stop
the highest-energy beta particles. The inner diameter
of the collimator was 26 mm, giving a 0.91% detection
efficiency. A linear motion feedthrough allowed the in-
sertion of a 207Bi source at the location of the MOT2
cloud for energy and position calibration of the beta de-
tectors. We obtain excellent agreement of beta energy
spectra recorded with the 207Bi source with spectra ob-
tained via GEANT4-based simulations, which allows a
precise energy calibration over the relevant beta energy
range and, in particular, defining the energy threshold
[25].

The ion detector was a micro-channel plate system
(MCP) from Photonis, consisting of 2 MCP’s in the so-
called chevron configuration, with 75 mm of active diam-
eter. It was read with two sets of delay-line anode wires
from RoentDek, defined to be the x and y axes of the co-
ordinate system. An 88% open area and 0.050-mm thick
nickel grid mask was located on top of the MCP stack,
providing a pattern for calibrating the position response
of the MCP [22].

A set of 7 stainless-steel parallel plates, 2-mm thick,
was used to define the electric field, of approximately
1.55 × 105 V/m for the “full-field” configuration and
0.77× 105 V/m for the “low-field” configuration. In the
full-field configuration the ions get a net acceleration up
to an energy of approximately 15 keV, significantly larger
than their initial kinetic energy at emission, which has a
maximum of 1.4 keV. Thus, possible variations of de-
tection efficiency due to initial kinetic energy and angle
of incidence are minimized. A HV probe (HV-250 from
Computer Power Supply, Inc.) with 0.02% accuracy and
1:10000 reduction ratio, was used to determine the volt-
age on the plates. A precision-height gauge was used to
determine the plates positions relative to the top plate
with an accuracy of 15 µm, including uncertainties from
thermal expansion.
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Figure 2 shows distributions of the TOF versus MCP
radius for beta particles with kinetic energies in the range
1.2 ≤ Kβ ≤ 1.5 MeV. The arches observed for both Li
charge states reflect the kinematics. The good agree-
ment between data and simulation gives confidence in
the proper description of additional quantities beyond
the TOF.

DATA SIMULATION

Li2+

Li+

FIG. 2. Comparing TOF distribution versus hit radius
between experiment (left) and GEANT4-based simulations
(right) for beta-particle kinetic energy of 1.2 ≤ Kβ ≤
1.5 MeV. The two arches in each graph correspond to the
two charge states of the Li ions. No Li3+ ions are observed
above background [23].

Nearly background-free detection of the 6He decay was
achieved by requiring a coincidence between the signals
from the two MCP anode wires (two for each dimension),
the MCP cathode, two MWPC anodes, three MWPC
cathodes, and the scintillator. Although attention was
placed to minimize diffusion of atoms into the MOT2
chamber, a non-negligible contribution from diffuse 6He
atoms was observed, which can produce the same coinci-
dence pattern. To determine the contributions from these
diffuse 6He atoms, data was taken under the same detec-
tor settings but where a large amount of 6He atoms was
purposely injected from the target into the MOT2 cham-
ber via a bypass valve. Figure 3 (top panel) shows TOF
spectra for diffuse versus trapped events. The diffuse
spectrum was normalized for times smaller than 147 ns
and subtracted from the trapped spectrum to yield the
spectrum from trapped 6He only. However, there is a
remaining excess of events beyond the maximum TOF of
the 6Li1+ that is not explained by the diffuse data and
that had to be further considered. These events, clearly
seen in the time interval 450-600 ns in Fig. 3 (top panel),
are caused by 6Li ions that originate in the MOT, scat-
ter back from the Ni grid or the MCP surface, and are
only detected on second impact, following their parabolic
trajectory in the electric field. The SRIM-2013 software
package [26, 27] was used to calculate probabilities, en-
ergy, and angular distributions and to obtain the TOF

distribution of these backscattered ions (green trace in
Fig. 3, top panel). A single scaling fit parameter was
used to account for the possibility of the backscattered
ion to be neutralized and hence lost to detection. All
features of the spectrum are finally very well described
by including this contribution in the simulation.

To reduce the contribution from diffuse 6He atoms and
suppress ion backscattering events, a condition, called
“Q-value cut”, was applied on the sum of the kinetic
energies reconstructed from the data under the assump-
tion that the decay occurred in the small MOT volume.
Events that originate outside this small volume or include
a backscattered ion, lead to non-physical Q values and
can be rejected. Once the Q-cut is applied, backscatter-
ing events in the 450-600 ns region disappear and a large
part of the non-trapped 6He events is suppressed. The
effects of the backscattering in the kinematic region al-
lowed by the Q-cut are less obvious. They were explored
with the GEANT4-based simulations and were found to
be negligible compared to the rest of the systematic un-
certainties, discussed below.

To produce the templates for the fits, events were gen-
erated assuming the distributions of 6He atoms deduced
from camera images and photo-ion data. Theoretical de-
tails of the decay process that determine the predicted
event distributions, such as recoil-order [28] and radiative
corrections [29], were taken into account. The responses
of the scintillator, the MWPC and MCP detectors [22]
were included in the simulations. The ions were tracked
via ancillary simulations, performed using field maps cal-
culated using COMSOLTM [30], and based on detailed
measurements of the setup.

Using Monte Carlo simulations, TOF distributions
were calculated. For values of b and a close to the Stan-
dard Model values, it was shown that making the follow-
ing replacements in Eq. (1)

b→ 0

a→ â = a+ k b (3)

is a proper approximation that yielded results indistin-
guishable from those obtained using the full Eq. (1)
within the statistical uncertainties [12, 17]. The coef-
ficient k was found to be strongly dependent on the col-
lection electric field magnitude due to the kinematic cov-
erage and strong correlation between the TOF and the
beta-recoil emission angle, with k = 0.031 for the full-
field configuration and k = 0.059 for the low-field con-
figuration. The background-subtracted spectra, like the
one shown in Fig. 3, were fit to a linear combination of
templates generated using â = −0.95 and â = 0.95 [31].
The linear dependence of the rate on a, Eq. (1), allows
this method for extraction of a measured value for â.

The simulations depend on the distance between the
cloud and the MCP, which was fixed using camera im-
ages of the 4He atom cloud. Other positioning methods
are described in Ref. [21], based on measuring photo-ions
time of flights and varying the electric fields, along with
the rationale for choosing the camera images. In addi-
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fit
data

   = +0.95 
   = -0.95 
fit
data

FIG. 3. Top: TOF spectra under ‘full field’ configuration from
laser-on events (blue) and laser-off events (orange) before Q-
cut. The latter are normalized for times smaller than 147 ns to
yield the trapped events spectrum after subtraction. The ex-
cess over laser-off events observed at times larger than 350 ns
were identified as due to ion backscattering on the MCP. A
simulation including the latter, added with the diffuse events,
is shown in black. The green curve is the simulation of only
the backscattered events. Middle: TOF spectrum and fit af-
ter Q–cut. Also shown are the â = +0.95 and â = −0.95
templates used for the fit. Residuals of fits shown at bottom.

tion, it was not possible to independently determine the
relative time delays of the beta detector and MCP signal
paths with sufficient precision. A parameter describing
the time offset, T0, was then left free in the fits of each
data set.

Table I summarizes the results of the fits. The ‘Full
field 2’ data set was not included when quoting the fi-
nal result below because it showed residuals that were
inconsistent with random fluctuations. In particular, the
TOF interval 182-190 ns around the leading edge of the
Li+ peak, to which the resulting value of a is particularly
sensitive (see large difference between fitting templates
in Fig. 3) showed χ2/ν ≈ 5.5. This was interpreted as
caused by an unresolved instability of the experimental
setup during this run. None of the other data sets showed
this type of anomaly.

Table II lists the main systematic uncertainties. The

largest uncertainties arise from the cloud vertical posi-
tion and the timing resolution. The MCP integrated
charge and timing delays were found to be position de-
pendent, in a way that could not simply be attributed
to amplitude-dependent discriminator issues. The accu-
racy in determining these parameters was limited by the
lack of a calibration system that could faithfully repro-
duce the conditions of the experiment. Calibrations us-
ing 249Cf, which provide α-γ coincidences, were limited
by the ≈ 0.45 µs halflife of the γ-emitting state and by
the qualitative difference between the α energies versus
the lithium ions from 6He. Calibrations using photo-ions
were limited to a small central section of the MCP: it was
difficult to displace the MOT cloud beyond a couple of
mm. Although β’s that scatter back from the MCP into
the scintillator yield coincidences, their timing character-
istics could not be assumed to be equal to those for the
lithium ions. All these were taken into consideration in
determining the uncertainties of the time resolution σT .
The uncertainty in the cloud vertical position reflects po-
sition drifts between 4He calibration runs. More details
on systematic uncertainties and potential improvements
can be found in Ref. [24].

TABLE I. Results from the fits to the four independent data
sets.

Data set â T0 χ2 DOF p-value
Full field 1 −0.323(10) −83.184(30) 343 340 0.45
Full field 2 −0.311(7) −83.154(30) 376 340 0.09
Low field 1 −0.319(10) −83.233(47) 618 593 0.23
Low field 2 −0.331(6) −83.268(27) 632 610 0.26

TABLE II. Maina systematic evaluated for the high-field
case. Values for the low-field case are similar.

Parameter δx ∆â (%)
Electrode Voltage 0.02% 0.16
Electrode spacing 15 µm 0.27
Cloud vertical position 200 µm 0.66
Li2+ fraction 0.30% 0.30
β scattering 10% 0.23
Scintillator threshold 10 keV 0.23
Timing resolution, σT 50 ps 0.80
Total 1.24

a For a more complete list, see Ref. [24].

The weighted average of the data sets (excluding ‘Full
Field 2’) yields

â = −0.3268 (46)stat (41)syst. (4)

Assuming tensor contributions with right-handed neu-
trinos (b = 0 or C̃T = −C̃ ′T ) the result above implies

|C̃T |2 ≤ 0.022 (90% C.L.) On the other hand, assuming

purely left-handed neutrinos (C̃T = +C̃ ′T ) yields:

0.007 < C̃T < 0.111 (90% C.L.). (5)
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The latter are dominated by the low-field data due to the
larger value of the constant k in Eq. (3).

In summary, the results are consistent with the Stan-
dard Model. While these limits are not more stringent
compared to previous work, such as those in Refs. [7, 10,
11, 16], they demonstrate the first precise determination
of β-recoil correlations from a neutral atom trap of a no-
ble gas. The work identified sources of limitations that
affect similar experiments searching for scalar and tensor
currents in nuclear beta decays [19, 32, 33], studies of
atomic shake-off processes [34], nuclear spectroscopy [35]

and searches for Dark Matter [36].
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